
Chat Program Overview
The live chat program goal is to invite website visitors 
into a chat with a sales rep as a qualified lead. This is 
an overview of the lead funnel and elements of the 
program. 

Traffic Sources
Search: branded and non-branded terms
Search: names of businesses
Text and banner ads

Multiple Website Properties
hoovers.com - 100,000 unique visitors a day
dnb.com - 10,000 unique visitors a day 

Proactive Invites
A unique sequence of invites is displayed per property 
and section. 
Invites are continuously being AB tested. 

Chat Window
Once the invite is clicked the chat window opens. This 
opens a new browser window where the conversation 
takes place. 

Screening Script
Only prewritten statements are used by the screeners to 
qualify the lead and collect contact information.
4 screeners taking up to 5 chats at once. 
2 qualifier questions are required to pass as a lead.
4 contact info points are required from the visitor. 

Leads Delivered
Qualified leads are delivered to the sales reps and a 
Salesforce recored created. 
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Clickable Area Test
In this experiment the clickable area was changed from covering the 
entire invite to only the Chat Now button. The outcome resulted in 
reducing visitors who would not type anything and visitors that where 
not qualified as a lead.

Clickable Area

Results

4.96% 2.43% Visitors click the chat invite

54.23% 62.81% Visitors waited to connect with a screener

17.82% 31.33% Visitors became interactive/typed a question

0.06% 0.07% Overall qualified chat leads transferred to sales
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Free Trial vs. Free Demo 

In this experiment the term “Free Trial” in all caps was tested agents 
“Free Demo” in bold. The treatment version had a 15% increase 
leading to an additional 60 leads a month. 

Results

Champ - Impressions: 25031, Net Leads: 186,
Conversion Rate: 0.74%

Challenger - Impressions: 25125, Net Leads: 213,
Conversion Rate: 0.85%

Confidence: 90%
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Humor Style vs. Clean Style Invite

In this experiment a new invite was tested in the last slot of the 3 
invite sequence . The new invite was a much cleaner look with a clear 
message and visual style that matched the look of the site. The 
original invite used humor but could have been irritating to the visitor. 
Although the test results show the new invite preformed only slightly 
better than the original the test was considered a win due to 
improving the user experience. 

Results

Champ - Impressions: 1766, Net Leads: 3, 
Conversion Rate: 0.17%

Challenger - Impressions: 1783, Net Leads: 4, 
Conversion Rate: 0.22%

Confidence: 64.28% 
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Human Element

In this experiment a human element was tested in the 
invite. The design goal was to include a picture of a 
person and include a little humor. The test results 
showed the treatment with the man hanging off the side 
of the invite preform worse that the original control.

Results

Champ - Impressions: 26790, Net Leads: 274, 
Conversion Rate: 1.02%

Challenger - Impressions: 26784, Net Leads: 258, 
Conversion Rate: 0.96%
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Before

After

Chat Window Visual Design Improvement

The chat system’s default chat window appeared quite 
dated and had several distracting elements. I edited the 
HTML and CSS of the chat window to give it a more 
clean and usable appearance. Although it was not 
possible to test the conversion rate on the before and 
after chat window it was an obvious improvement to the 
user experience. 



Screener’s Talk Track
The screening team is 4 offshore reps who take up to 5 chats at 
once. 

Objective
The screeners are to have a short conversations where they qualify 
the visitor as a lead and collect their contact information. All 
messages delivered by them are are prewritten canned statements. 
The conversation should be concise and move the qualified lead to 
the sales reps as quickly as possible.  

1. Greeting: “Hello, how can I help you?”

2. Ask 2 qualifier questions: 
“Are you looking for B2B contact lists?”. 
“Are you a current subscriber to Hoover’s?” - this filters out current 
customers who should contact support. 

3. Ask for 4 pieces of contact info:
Full name
Company name
Job title
Email address

4. Deliver the lead
Transfer the live lead to the inbound sales department. 
Create a Salesforce record with the collected contact info and 
assign the record to the sales rep that received the lead. 

Salesforce lead created
and transfered to sales rep
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